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An inner product space is defined on a finite partial order. Some combina-  
torial inequalities pertaining to chains and antichains are thereby subsumed 
into the theory of  convex cones. In particular, a local matching condit ion is 
found to determine the cone dual to the convex cone generated by charac- 
teristic functions of  maximal  chains. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the linear space E of real-valued functions on the finite partial 
order ~r, introduce the inner product (c~,/3) = Z~ (~x) fix. Subsets of Ir 
are represented in E by their characteristic functions; thus, with each 
subset ~ of~r is associated a function (also denoted by ~) defined by 
 x:ll ~ ,f 
if xq~.  
Of particular interest is the class C of maximal chains in zr. Write 
~/3  if a and/3 are elements of E such that (a, 7) ~< (/3, 7) for all 7 in C. 
Antichains in zr are therefore characterized as those subsets ~ such that 
~/z  0 , where/z~ denotes the set of points of zr at height i. In the special 
case where zr is a power set, it was shown [5] that Oz, ~) ~< 1 for every 
antichain ~, where/~ = ~ I/z~ 1-1/~i. (We write I a I for the cardinality of 
the subset a of zr.) More general partial orders in which Oz, ~) ~< 1 for 
every antichain ~ were found by Baker [1 ]. Finally, Kleitman [3] showed 
that the necessary and sufficient condition for this property is that ~r 
satisfy normalized matching, i.e. that for each i > 0 and each subset 
of/~/, I ~i 1-1 I ~ ] ~< [/zi-1 1-1 [ ~, ] , where ~' denotes the set of points 
of/z~_ 1 which are covered by points of ~. 
In this study, 7r will be an arbitrary finite partial order. In Section 2, we 
ask which functions ~b satisfy the inequality (~b, ~) ~< 1 for every antichain 
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~. Using ideas of [4], we find necessary and sufficient conditions. 
Kleitman's result is obtained as a corollary. The problem of Section 3 is 
to determine those ~- in E for which r ~ 0 implies (z, r ~< 0. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions are found; our method is a modification of the 
elegant device of Kleitman [3]. 
An obvious property of/~ = ~, i  I / z i  ] -1/ -~i  is that @,/~i) --- 1 for all i. 
Theorem 1 treats functions with this property. 
THEOREM 1. Let r be a function in E such that (~b, tzi) = 1 for all i. 
Then for every antichain ~ to satisfy (r ~) ~ 1, it is necessary and sufficient 
that ~bx ~ O for all x in 7r, and that (~b, ~) ~ (~b, ~') for every subset ~ of tzi 
with i > O. 
First let every antichain ~ satisfy (r ~) ~< 1. Now/z~ -- {x} is an anti- 
chain, where i is the height of x; thus, 
Cx = (~b,/zi) -- (r -- {x}) >~ 1 -- 1 = O. 
Again, if ~ is a subset of ~i with i > 0, then ~ q- ~i-1 - -  ~ '  is an antichain, 
so that 
(~/J, ~) = (r ~ + ~i--1 --  ~;') - -  (r ~i--1) + (r ~t) ~ (r ~')" 
Conversely, let ~x ~ 0 for all x in zr, and let (~, ~) ~ (~, ~') for every 
subset ~ of/~ with i > 0. Let ~ be an antichain contained in ~i<k/~, and 
suppose that (~, ~) ~ 1 for every antichain h contained in Z~<k/zi. If 
k-~ 0, then ~ C/~0, so that (~, ~)~ (r 1. If k > 0, then the 
induction hypothesis applies to the antichain h ---- ~ -- ~ r~/z k + (~ c~/~k)', 
so that 
(r 0 = (r h) + (~, ~ n ~)  - (~, (~ n ~) ' )  ~< (r ~) ~< 1. 
COROLLARY [3]. (/~, ~:) ~ 1 for every antichain ~ if and only if zr 
satisfies normalized matching. 
This is simply the special case ~ =/z  of Theorem 1. 
The condition that (r ~)~ (~, ~') is analogous to the matching 
condition for bipartite graphs [2], except hat it is weighted according to 
the local values of ~. We therefore call it a local matching condition. Note 
that the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 1 comprise a local 
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matching condition and a positivity condition. A similar situation will 
persist in the next section. 
The class of all -r in E for which s ~ 0 implies (r, ~) ~< 0 is, according 
to a classical theorem of linear algebra [6], precisely the convex cone 
generated by C, i.e. {Z~cf(3')V I f :  C---*R+}, where R+ denotes the 
nonnegative r al numbers. Although this characterization e ables one to 
construct such ~- at will, it does not provide a criterion for a given function 
in E to have this property. On the other hand, to determine whether or 
not a given c~ in E satisfies a ~ 0, one need merely form its inner product 
with each maximal chain and ascertain that they are all nonpositive. In 
this section, we shall characterize the class of all oL in E with a ~ 0 as a 
convex cone, and shall find criteria for ~- to satisfy (r, a)~< 0 for all 
a ~ 0. For each subset s of ~-, define 
~+ = {x E ~- 1 x covers y for some y in ~}, 
and 
~- ---- {x E ~- [ x is covered by some y in ~}. 
THEOREM 2. For r to have the property that a ~ 0 implies (-c, o 0 <~ O, 
it is necessary and sufficient that 9 satisfy the positivity condition -rx ~ 0 
for  all x in zr, as well as the local matching conditions (% ~:) ~ (% s e• for  
every subset ~ of  Tr ~:. 
The necessity of the positivity condition follows from the observation 
that --{x} ~ 0 for all x in 7r; similarly, necessity of local matching follows 
from the observation that ~ -- ~• ~ 0 for every subset ~ of r From the 
necessity of positivity and local matching it follows that r q- S~cf (V)  y 
satisfies them whenever ~- does, where f is any mapping of C into R+. 
This remark will be useful in the proof of suff• 
We first prove sufficiency under the assumption of local matching and 
the somewhat stronger condition of strict positivity: that zx > 0 for all x 
in zr. For each natural number m denote by ~-,~x the integer closest o mrx.  
Then there exist arbitrarily large m such that I m~x -- "r,~x I < (21~" I) -1 
for all x in zr. For such m and each subset ~ of zr% 
(~%, ~) < m(~-, ~) q- 89 ~< m(z, ~ • -k 89 < (~'m, ~ :L) q- 1; 
since (~-~, ~) and (~'m, ~• are integers, it follows that ~'m satisfies local 
matching. Choose m large, so ~-mx > 0 for all x. 
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Now let H consist of ~',~x replicas of each x in rr, with X < Y for each 
replica X of x and each replica Y of y where x < y. Define s :/-/ --, ~r by 
sX  = x whenever X replicates x. For each subset S of HT, let 
= (sX  I X e ~}, so that 
hence [2] there exist matchings h- : H+ --~ H-  and h + : H -  ~ H +. There- 
fore [ H + [ = I H -  [ and h- is bijective; its orbits partition H into maximal 
chains. Since each X in / - / i s  contained in exactly one such chain, r,, is 
simply the sum of those y in C which are images under s of orbits of h-, 
and is therefore in the convex cone spanned by C. Hence o~ ~ 0 implies 
( r~,  a) ~< 0, and consequently 
m(r, ~) ~< (mr -- ~'m, a) < ~ I ~xl; 
the inequality holds for arbitrarily large m, so (r, ~) ~< 0. 
I f  now T is assumed only to satisfy local matching and positivity 
(i.e. ~-x >~ 0), then A satisfies local matching and str ict positivity, where 
= r q- e ~,~c ~, for arbitrary small positive E. Then a ~ 0 implies 
(,-, ~) ~< (~- - a, ~,) < ,  Z Z (~,x) I ~,x I; 
~EC XE~" 
since E is arbitrary, (~-, ~) ~ O. 
Let A denote the collection of all 
g+(~)(~ -- ~-) -}- ~ g-(~)(~: -- ~:+) -- ~ g(x){x},  
~C~r + ~C~- ~e~ 
where g+, g-, and g range over all nonnegative valued functions on 2 "§ 
2 ~-, and 7r respectively. The content of Theorem 2 is that A is precisely the 
collection of those c~ in E for which ~ ~ 0 [6]. Writing K for the class of 
all Z,~cf (y )  ~ with f :  C -+ R+, we therefore have the 
COROLLARY. A and K are dual  cones. 
Now C is actually a basis of K in the sense that K is the convex cone 
generated by C but is not generated by any proper subclass of C. It is not 
in general true, however, that the obvious collection of all s --  s s - -  s 
and --{x} forms a basis of A. In the partial order consisting of x, y, and z 
with x < y and z < y for example, --{x} is redundant, since --{x} 
({ y} -  { y -} )+ ({z}-  {z+}). It would be interesting to find a natural 
convex basis for A. 
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The local matching of Section 2 differs from that of Section 3 in several 
respects. Most obviously, the former is one-sided while the latter is two- 
sided; thus in Section 2, (~b, r is compared with (~b, r while in Section 3, 
(r, ~) is compared with (r, ~+) as well as with (~-, ~-). Further, (~b, ~) 
(~b, ~') is required only for those ~ of constant height, whereas the local 
matching of Section 3 is required of a richer class of subsets ~. Finally, for 
C /~,  ~' is a smaller set than (- ;  indeed, ~' = ~- n/z,_ 1 . It is surprising 
that, despite their differences, under one additional hypothesis the 
conclusions of Theorems 1and 2 are equivalent. Precisely, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let (~, ~ti)= ] for all i. Then (~b, ~) <~ 1 for every 
antiehain ~ if and only if a ~ 0 implies (~b, a) <~ O. 
I f  a ~ 0 implies (~b, a) ~< 0, then (~b, ~) ~< (~b, t*o) = 1 for every anti- 
chain ~, since ~ ~/x  o . 
Conversely, let (~b, ~) ~< 1 for every antichain g. Hence, ~bx ~> 0 for all 
x in zr, and (~b, ~) ~< (~b, ~') for each subset ~ of txi, i > 0. Let ~ be any 
subset of,r+. Then ~ = 2~>o ~,  where each ~ is a subset oftz,. Therefore, 
(~b, ~) ~ ~ (~, ~i') ~ ~ (~b, ]zi_ 1 n ,~-) = (~, i-),  
/>0 i>o 
since ~' is a subset of/z~_ 1n ~-. Now let k denote the height of~r, and for 
each subset r of/z~ with i < k, write '~ for the set of all points of/~+1 
which cover points of r Then r + /Z~+l -- 'r is an antichain, so 
(~b, ~) ~< (~b, '~); thus, 
(r 0 ~< Y, (r '5) < ~ (~, m+~ n [+) = (~b, ~0. 
t<k i<k 
The conclusion ow follows from Theorem 2. 
The rather curious fact that the one-sided local matching of Section 2 
together with the normalizing condition that (~b,/~) = 1 implies the two- 
sided local matching of Section 3 suggests hat the hypotheses ofTheorem 1
are invariant under reversal of the partial ordering relation. That this is 
the case is the content of the next theorem. First define v, to be the set of 
those points of~- which are of height i in the reverse partial order. 
THEOREM 4. Let (~b, izi) = 1 for all i, ~bx >/O for all x in 7r, and (~b, ~) <~ 
(~b, ~') for all subsets ~ of t*i with i > O. Then (~b, vi) = l for all i. Moreover, 
for every subset ~ of vi with i > O, (~b, 0 <~ (~b, vi-1 n ~+). 
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Once it is proved that (~b, v~)= 1 for all i, the rest is an immediate 
consequence of  Theorem 1. Write ~" for (~')', ~'" for ((~')')', etc. Then 
inasmuch as (r -~ (r ---- 1, it follows that (r  = 1, and 
consequently that ~b vanishes on /~k- i - /~) -  Now if i - F j  v ~ k, then 
/~i n vj is a subset of/~i - - /~k- i ) ,  so that (~b,/~i n vj) ---- O. Therefore, for 
each i, 
(~, ~) -- (r ~k-~ n ~)  = (r ~_~) = 1. 
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